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Working to keep the nation active – Blog post 17th August from Ali Donnelly Executive Director of Digital, Marketing and Communications

Since the coronavirus outbreak, one of Sport England’s two main priorities has been to keep the nation active - here, executive director Ali Donnelly blogs about how they’re doing that and what they’re learning about the challenges that lie ahead. [https://www.sportengland.org/blogs/working-keep-nation-active](https://www.sportengland.org/blogs/working-keep-nation-active)
New: **ELDP Physical Activity Dashboard**

This dashboard allows you to profile Essex communities to identify physical activity and inactivity levels, and to identify the extent of possible key drivers of activity levels down to an LSOA level.

Together, this information provides a springboard for further research; actionable insight enabling ELDP and Active Essex to deploy targeted resources to communities most in need; and an evidence-base to inform your commissioning decisions, intervention development and implementation. [Click here](#) to use the tool.
Insight, research and data from Sport England

Visit Sport England’s Know Your Audience page for a wealth of tools, research and data which will help you understand why we are or aren’t active.

Sport England Insight Pack for Innovation Open Call – Published June 2020

Covid-19 Briefing – Published May 2020

Sport for All Report – January 2020

Adult Active Lives Survey Nov 18/18 report – Published April 2020

Children Active Lives Survey 18/19 report – Published December 2019

You can use this tool to explore Sport England data for MSOA, Local Authority, Active Sport Partnership and Regional geographies, and combine this with a range of external open data.
Useful Tools

Find data published by central government, local authorities and public bodies to help you build products and services [here](#).

You can use [this tool](#) to explore Sport England data for MSOA, Local Authority, Active Sport Partnership and Regional geographies, and combine this with a range of external open data.

[This tool](#), the IoD2019 explorer allows users to explore the range of 2015 and 2019 indices data and search local areas by name and postcode. It also returns details about which decile the area searched for falls in to and facilities comparison with IoD2015, which has been reaggregated to corresponded to 2019 local authority boundaries.
Essex JSNA & District Profile Reports 2019
This dataset contains the countywide report and 12 district profiles which are part of a suite of
The JSNA is statutory process for Health & Wellbeing Boards to identify and improve the current and
future health, wellbeing and social care needs of their area. The purpose is to inform strategic decision
making, commissioning of services and reduce inequalities for all ages.

You can view other Essex Open Data here

Essex Local Delivery Pilot:
The Essex Local Delivery Pilot (LDP) is a an exciting initiative, led by Active Essex, to build healthier,
more active communities across Essex. An active lifestyle creates huge benefits for the health and
wellbeing of individuals and families, as well as making local communities more vibrant, connected, and
resilient.

Essex Local Delivery Pilot Chapter One – Getting Ready for System Change

Essex Local Delivery Pilot Chapter Two – Delivering Systems Change
As more opportunities to be active resume, new guidance released will help providers to enable welcoming, and more accessible environments. Activity Alliance has published Reopening Activity: An inclusive response, in consultation with partners across sport, leisure and disability equality. The national charity wants providers to consider the guidance as part of their ongoing commitment to disabled people’s inclusion.